Text: Psalm 91
Subject: Trust in the Lord
Dole Notes: Volume: 3 Chapter: 83 Page: 387
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5

basic supplies:

materials:
- heavy white paper (large)
- pencils (colored)
- scissors
- thread, stapler

teacher preparation:
- make sample
- cut paper in circles (not exact)

procedure:
- fold paper in half, quarters, and eighths
- draw head and arms on folded paper
- teacher draws lines to edges
- making sure not to cut corners of garments, children cut out angels (with help)
- unfold and draw faces of angels
- teacher draws lines for children to cut, or cuts herself 1/2 way up on right hands; 1/2 way down on left hands. Interlock hands.
- Hang by thread (staple)

Notes: children can hang in their rooms to remind them that the LORD's angels are watching over them
- Use good scissors

Music: first songs: p. 3 top & bottom, p. 35
Lori's tape: To all of the angels...
Liturgies: